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Purpose of this session
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Background
• Exposure Draft Regulatory Assets and Regulatory Liabilities expected to be
published in January 2021
• Comment period of 150 days
Questions for ASAF members
• The staff are seeking suggestions from ASAF members on:
1

̶ what sort of outreach activities the Board should undertake

2

̶ how ASAF members could help with the Board’s outreach activities

3

̶ how the Board could support ASAF members outreach activities
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Summary of proposals

What is the problem? (1/2)
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A rate-regulated company supplies goods or services to customers at rates (prices)
determined by regulatory agreement. Amount of revenue recognised depends on those rates.

Rates for goods or services supplied in a period are set in such a way that part of the
compensation for goods or services supplied in one period is included in the rates charged in a
different period. This causes differences in timing.
If differences in timing occur, revenue in a period does not include all the compensation for the goods or
services supplied in that period or includes amounts that relate to compensation for goods or services
supplied in a different period. As a result, a company’s reported financial performance is incomplete.

Differences in timing arise because of rights to increase or obligations to decrease the
rates in the future. As a result, the company’s reported financial position is incomplete.

Without information about the differences in timing, investors would not understand the
effects of differences in timing on a company’s financial performance, financial position and
its prospects for future cashflows.
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What is the problem? (2/2)
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The following simplified example helps illustrate the problem:
•

Company A charges a regulated rate for goods or services
supplied in 20X1 that has been set based on estimated input
costs of CU100. But the actual input costs for 20X1 were
CU120. Estimated and actual input costs for 20X2 were CU100.

•

Company A has a right given by the regulatory agreement to add
the under-recovery of CU20 of those input costs in the regulated
rate for goods or services to be supplied in 20X2.

•

Company A’s Statement of profit or loss would include the
following amounts:

Revenue
Input costs

20X1
CU

20X2
CU

100

120

(120)

(100)

•

In the absence of information about the difference in timing of
CU20, investors would not understand:
–
–

–

what the relationship is between revenue and expenses in 20X1
and 20X2;
how the difference in timing of CU20 caused the relationship
between revenue and expenses to fluctuate from one period to
another; and
whether the fluctuation is only because of the difference in
timing of CU20 or other factors.
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How do the proposals solve the problem? (1/3)
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Investors have an insufficient basis for understanding the relationship between a company’s revenue and its
expenses and insufficient insight into the company’s prospects for future cash flows.

The Exposure Draft proposes that a company should provide information about regulatory income, regulatory
expense, regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities. That information would supplement the information that
companies already provide by applying IFRS 15 and other IFRS Standards.

To account for differences in timing, the Exposure Draft adopts the principle that a company should reflect the
compensation for goods or services supplied as part of its reported financial performance for the period in which
those goods or services are supplied.
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How do the proposals solve the problem? (2/3)
•
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Applying the proposals, Company A’s Statement of profit or loss would include the following amounts:

Revenue

Regulatory income (regulatory expense)
[note X (page 9)]

Input costs

20X1
CU

20X2
CU

100

120

20

(20)

(120)

(100)

Mostly includes compensation for goods or services supplied in the year, but:
• may not include part of compensation, for goods or services supplied in the
year, that is charged in other years (past or future)—CU20 of 20X1
compensation charged in 20X2; or
• can also include compensation for goods or services supplied in other years
(past or future)—CU20 of 20X1 compensation included in revenue for 20X2.
• Compensation included in revenue of other years (past or future)—for goods
or services supplied in the year; less
• Compensation included in revenue for the year for goods or services
supplied in other years (past or future)

Input costs recognised in the year for goods or services supplied in that year

The total allowed compensation for the goods or services supplied in 20X1 includes compensation of CU120 for the actual input costs.
The total allowed compensation for the goods or services supplied in 20X2 includes compensation of CU100 for the actual input costs.
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How do the proposals solve the problem? (3/3)
Disclosure—Note X Regulatory Income (regulatory
expense)
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20X1
CU

20X2
CU

Amounts for goods or services supplied in current year:
—to be included in revenue in future years

20

xx

—already included in revenue in prior years

xx

xx

Fulfilment of regulatory liabilities

Amounts included in revenue in current year:
—for future goods or services

xx

xx

Addition to regulatory liabilities

—for goods or services in prior years

xx

(20)

Recovery of regulatory assets

Regulatory interest income on regulatory assets less
regulatory interest expense on regulatory liabilities

xx

xx

Changes in estimates

xx

xx

Regulatory income (regulatory expense) [page 8]

20

(20)

Addition to regulatory assets
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Which companies would be affected? (1/2)
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The proposals in the Exposure Draft shall be applied to all of a company’s regulatory assets
and regulatory liabilities.
Regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities can only exist if:

Enforceable
regulatory
agreement

Regulatory
agreement
determines the
regulated rate

Part of the
compensation for
goods or services
supplied in one
period is charged
to customers in a
different (past or
future) period
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Which companies would be affected? (2/2)
Market regulation
Example—Regulation that
caps prices

Rate regulation
Regulatory
agreements
which create
regulatory assets
or regulatory
liabilities

A set of enforceable rights
and obligations that
determine:




the amount of
compensation for
specified goods or
services; and
when that amount will be
charged to customers.

Agenda ref 1

No rights to add amounts to
future rates because of goods
or services already supplied
No obligations to deduct
amounts from future rates
because of compensation
already charged
Rights to add amounts to future
rates because of goods or
services already supplied
Obligations to deduct amounts
from future rates because of
compensation already charged
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How would companies be affected?
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Companies that currently do not recognise regulatory
balances
Regulatory requirements not closely aligned to
accounting requirements

Implementation
costs

Financial statement
effects

The Exposure Draft will not impact all companies within its scope in the same way.

Regulatory requirements closely aligned to accounting
requirements
Companies that currently recognise regulatory balances
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Appendix
Proposals in detail

Summary of the model
Difference in timing
arising because

Compensation for
goods or services
already supplied will
be included in setting
rates, and hence in
revenue, for future

Amounts included in
rates charged, and
hence in revenue
already recognised
provides part of the
compensation for
goods or services to
be supplied in future

On initial recognition

Recognise a
Regulatory Asset and
Regulatory Income

On recovery/fulfilment

Discounted cash flow
measurement

Presentation

Disclosure

When the amount is
added in setting rate

Incremental cash
inflows from charging
customers a higher
rate
Discount rate
specified in regulatory
agreement used
unless it is insufficient

All Regulatory Income
minus all Regulatory
Expense presented
immediately below
revenue

Components and
causes of Regulatory
Income and
Regulatory Expense

Unwinding of discount
is also a component
of Regulatory Income
or Regulatory
Expense

Inputs used in
measuring Regulatory
Assets and
Regulatory Liabilities

Regulatory Assets
and Regulatory
Liabilities presented
as separate line items

Risks and
uncertainties

Derecognise
Regulatory Asset and
recognise Regulatory
Expense

When the amount is
deducted in setting
rate
Recognise Regulatory
Liability and
Regulatory Expense

Agenda ref 1

Derecognise
Regulatory Liability
and recognise
Regulatory Income

Incremental cash
outflows from
charging customers a
lower rate
Discount rate
specified in regulatory
agreement
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Differences in timing
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Total allowed compensation (TAC)
The full amount of compensation for goods or services supplied that a regulatory
agreement entitles a company to charge customers through the regulated rates in
either the period when the company supplies those goods or services, or a
different period.

TAC

If not included in the regulated rates, and hence in revenue, in
the same period the goods or services are supplied

Revenue

differences in timing arise
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Definitions of regulatory asset and regulatory liability Agenda ref
Current period

Future period

Revenue
Total allowed
compensation

Regulatory asset
an enforceable present right, created by a regulatory
agreement, to add an amount in determining a regulated
rate to be charged to customers in future periods because
part of the total allowed compensation for goods or
services already supplied will be included in revenue in
the future

Regulatory liability
Total allowed
compensation

Revenue

an enforceable present obligation, created by a regulatory
agreement, to deduct an amount in determining a
regulated rate to be charged to customers in future
periods because the revenue already recognised includes
an amount that will provide part of the total allowed
compensation for goods or services to be supplied in the
future
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1

Regulatory assets
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Future period

Current period

Recovery of
Regulatory asset

Regulatory
asset

Total allowed
compensation

Regulatory asset
Regulatory income

Revenue
Revenue

Dr
(Cr)

Total allowed
compensation

Regulatory asset
Regulatory expense

(Cr)
Dr
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Regulatory liabilities
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Future period

Current period
Regulatory
liability

Revenue

Regulatory liability
Regulatory expense

Total allowed
compensation

(Cr)
Dr

Fulfilment of
Regulatory liability

Total allowed
compensation

Regulatory liability
Regulatory income

Revenue

Dr
(Cr)
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